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Based on J. R. Isbell’s “completion” of metric spaces (cf. Comment. Math. Helv. 
39 (19641965), 65-74) the combinatorial dimension dimcomb X of a metric space X 
has been defined in [A. W. M. Dress, Adv. in Math. 53(3)(1984), 321-4021 and 
shown to satisfy dimcomb X< L #X/2 J. In this paper finite metric spaces X with a 
transitive group G of isometries which satisfy in addition dimcomb X= L # X/2 J are 
investigated. It is shown that-for almost trivial reasons-in case #XC O(2) there 
exists a fixed point free involution on X which commutes with the action of G and 
that vice versa any finite transitive G-space admitting a fixed point free 
G-automorphism of order 2 carries a G-invariant metric satisfying the above 
equality, while for not so trivial reasons in case #X= l(2) the group G must be 
either cyclic of order #X or dihedral of order 2. #X. As a corollary the 
Thompson-Feit Theorem turns out to be actually equivalent to its simple con- 
sequence that any finite simple group acts transitively as a group of isometries on 
some finite metric space X satisfying dimcomb X= L #X/2 J. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X=(X, D: XxX+ R : (x, y)t+xy :=D(x, y)) denote a Iinite metric 
space with distance function D. According to J. R. Isbell (cf. [I]) X has a 
unique injective hull TX in the category of all metric spaces with respect to 
contracting or at least never distance increasing maps as morphisms. 
Moreover, TX can be identified with the space TX := {fc R”lf(x)= 
sup(xy -f(y) 1 y E X) for all x E X} with distance 
w-9g) := Ilf-Al, :=suP(If(x)-&)l IXEW, 
(f, g E TX) containing X as a subspace relative to the isometric embedding 
X~T,:XH(~,:X-+IW:~H~X).’ 
Obviously, TX is contained in any of the closed halfspaces 
q,,, := wwf(~)+f(l4~~Y~ (x, YE-V 
’ To familiarize oneself with this construction it may be advisable to consult [D], pp. 
334-338, where the various types of spaces TX are depicted for all X of cardinality at most 5. 
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and, hence, in their intersection, the convex, non-compact polytope 
Px := f-) H&v,= {f~R*Jf(x)+f(y)8xy for all x, YE-X}. 
x,ysx 
More precisely, for any f E P, we may denote by 
K(f) := {(x5 Y)EX21f(x)+f(Y)=xY) 
the set of pairs (x, y) of elements from X, for which f is contained in the 
corresponding boundary hyperplane 
H (x,y,:={gE~*lg(X)+g(Y)=xYj 
of H&y, so that the smallest facette S(f) of P, containing f is given by 
S(f) = {g E P, 1 K(f) c K(g)}, while its topological or alline dimension 
dim S(f) coincides with the dimension of the linear space W(f) := 
{u~lR~Ju(x)+u(y)=O for all (x, y)~K(f)}. 
Then the space TX is characterized as a subspace of P, by the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Using the above notations for every f E P, the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) f E TX; 
(ii) S(f) E T,; 
(iii) S(f) is compact; 
(iv) The “support” 
supp(K(f)) := {xEXI th ere exists some y E X with (x, y) E K(f )} 
of K(f) coincides with X. 
Of course, an element f E P, is also easily seen to be in T, if and only if 
there exists no g # f in P, with g(x) <f(x) for all x E X. But Lemma 1 is a 
more useful observation, since it implies in addition that T, inherits a 
canonical cellular structure from the stratification of the convex polytope 
P,, defined by the family of its facettes. 
In particular, it shows that T, has a well-defined dimension which is 
bounded from above at least by the dimension of P, or R”, that is by #X, 
and can be used to establish the concept of a combinatorial dimension 
dim comb X of X, defined by 
dim comb(X):=dimT,=max(dim(S(f))~f~TT,). 
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A detailed study of this concept and its obvious generalization to infinite 
metric spaces, motivated by problems in biological taxonomy and 
hierarchical clustering, can be found in [D] where it has been used to 
show that the cohomological dimension of a torsion free group G is boun- 
ded from above by n - 1 if there exists an “abstract length function” on G, 
i.e., a map I:G+Z satisfying l(g)=Z(g-‘)>O and I(gh)Bl(g)+l(h) as 
wellas“I(g)=Oosup(Z(gk)~koZ)<coog=l”for allg,hEG, whichin 
addition has the property that for all g,, g-i, g,, g_,, . . . . g,, g-, E G one 
can find some permutation c( of the index set I := { &- 1, . . . . +n} with 
c1# -Id such that Cis, /(gig:!) <CiE, Z(gig$) (or, equivalently, that 
dim ,,,,(G,D:GxG~IW:(~,~)HI(~-‘h))Qn-1), this way generaliz- 
ing a result of R. C. Lyndon (cf. [L]) as well as the method by which this 
result has been proven by I. M. Chiswell (cf. [Cl). 
It is the purpose of the present paper to demonstrate that the concept of 
the combinatorial dimension of a metric space is also useful for the 
investigation of group actions on finite metric spaces. More precisely, we 
shall investigate transitive group actions on finite metric spaces X, for 
which, given the cardinality of X, the combinatorial dimension dimcomb X 
of X is as large as possible, that is, for which dimcomb X= L #X/2 J in view 
of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Given a finite metric space X and some f E P, the dimension 
of S(f) coincides with the number of bipartite connected components of X 
relative to K(f ), i.e., with the number of non-empty subsets YE X such that 
(i) there exists a partition Y= Y+ CI Y- of Y with K(f) c Y+ x Y- u 
Y- x Y+ i, (X\Y) x (X\Y) and (ii) Y is minimal with respect to this 
property, i.e., for any y, z E Y there exists y = x0, x1, . . . . xk = z E Y 
with (x,,, x1), (x1, x,), . . . . (xk- ,, xk) E K(f ). In particular, dim S(f) < 
L#supp(K(f))/2J+ #(X\K(f)) and therefore dimS(f)<L#X/2J for all 
fETx. 
Proof: Recall that dim S(f) = dim, W(f) where W(f) = {v E Rx 1 v(x) 
$ v(y) = 0 for all (x, y) E K(f )}. To compute dim, W(f) let us introduce 
for any Y c X the notation W(f, Y) := {v E 03 ‘1 v(x) + v(y) = 0 for all 
(x, y) E K(f) n (Y x Y)}. Note that for any v E W(f, Y) one has 
Y= yJ v-'(p) 
PsR 
and 
K(f)n(Yx Y)z u v-‘(p)xv-‘(-p). 
PER 
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In particular, if YS X is a connected component of X relative to K(f), one 
has 
dim, W(f, Y) = A 
if Y is bipartite relative to K(f) 
otherwise. 
Hence, if X= uj= 1 Yi is the decomposition of X into its connected 
components relative to K(f), the obvious isomorphism 
w(f)z Ci3 w(f7 yi) 
i=l 
implies the first assertion of the lemma. The second one follows 
immediately by observing that a bipartite component Yi has cardinality 1 if 
and only if Yin supp(K(f)) = Qr. 
We can now state our main result: 
THEOREM 1. Assume that a given group G acts transitively and faithfully 
on a finite set X from the left. Then the following holds: 
(i) If #X z O(2), then there exists a G-invariant metric D : Xx X + II3 
with dimcomb (X, D) = #X/2 if and only if there exists a fixed point free 
involution on X which commutes with the action of G. 
(ii) Zf #X 8 O(2), then there exists a G-invariant metric D : Xx X + R 
with dim,,, (X, D) = t # X/2_( if and only if G is cyclic or dihedral. 
Note that in view of the Feit-Thompson Theorem this result implies the 
COROLLARY. For every simple finite group G there exists a metric 
D : G x G + R on G such that dimcomb (G, D) = L #Gf2_1 and D is left 
G-invariant, i.e., D(g,, g2) = D(hg,, hg,) for all h, g,, g2 E G. 
And that, vice versa, the Feit-Thompson Theorem follows from this 
corollary and Theorem l-an observation which, though probably not 
very useful, still happens to be intriguing. In any case, it might be 
worthwhile to try to compute max(dim,,,, (G, D)) where G is a given 
group of odd order and D varies over all left G-invariant metrics on G. 
To prove Theorem 1 we introduce the concept of a quasi-isometry 
between two finite metric spaces X = (X, D) and X’ = (X’, D’) to be a bijec- 
tion rp : Xr X’ such that-with cpK := {(q(x), q(y)) E X’ x X’I (x, y) E K) 
for all K E Xx X-one has 
(K(f’)If’ETx,,dimS(f’)=L#X’/2J) 
=(rpK(f)lf~T,,dimS(f)=LfX/2~). 
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Using the simple fact, to be proved below (cf. Proposition l), that for any 
finite metric space X= (X, D) with #X= O(2) there exists at most one 
facette S of P, in T, of dimension #X/2 and that in view of Lemma 2 the 
associated relation K(S) := {(x, y) E Xx XI SE H,, ,,,} for any such S must 
have precisely #X/2 bipartite connected components of cardinality 2, one 
sees easily that in case dimcomb X = n = #X/2 there exists a unique fixed 
point free involution (r = ox on X such that K(f) = {(x, a(x)) 1 x E X} for 
any f E T, with dim S(f) = n. Hence for two such spaces X and X’ with 
n = dimcomb X = dimcomb X’ = #X/2 = #X/2, a bijection cp : Xr x’ is a 
quasi-isometry if and only if rp 0 ox= ox, 0 cp. In particular, the group 
Q(X) = Q(X, D) of all quasi-isometries cp : Xr X coincides with the group 
of all permutations of X which commute with ox. The first part of 
Theorem 1 will easily follow from these observations. 
In case #X = 2n + 1 &O(2) the situation is much more complicated. In 
this situation we will turn our attention to such spaces for which T, 
contains at least #X different facettes of P, of dimension n, a situation 
which will easily be seen to be satisfied if X has a transitive group of 
(quasi-)isometries. For such spaces we will prove 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a finite metric space of odd cardinality 
#X = N = 2n + 1 such that TX contains at least N different facettes of P, of 
dimension n. Then one can associate to X a system (E, r) = (E,, zx) con- 
sisting of a (simple) connected graph E = E,= (X, E) with vertex set X and 
edge set E=E,s(,X):={{x, y}~Xlx#y} and an involution z=zx, 
defined on X, such that a bijection cp : X%x’ between two such spaces X and 
X’ is a quasi-isometry tf and only tf cp induces an isomorphism between E, 
and E,, and transforms 5x into tx!. 
Moreover, E and z satisfy the following rather special conditions: 
(Cl) #E= #X, 
so E contains precisely one circle and becomes a tree tf and only tf any edge 
from this circle is eliminated; 
(C2) the fixed point set X’ of T is precisely the set of vertices of this 
circle, 
so the circle must be an odd circle; 
(C3) if x0, XI, . ..? xk is a path in E with #{x0, . . . . xk} = k+ 1 and tf 
7(x0) = xi and z(xk) = xi for some indices i, Jo (0, . . . . k - l}, then icj and 
z(xt) = x,+ i for all I= 0, 1 , . . . . j, in particular i + j = k. 
It follows easily that-up to isomorphism-one has precisely one such 
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system (E,, rX) if #X= 3, three such systems if #X= 5, and 21 such 
systems if #X= 7 (cf. Fig. 1). 
It follows also that any quasi-isometry cp : XrX of X with itself must 
stabilize the fixed point set of T and that in consequence Q(X) acts trans- 
itively on X if and only if z is the identity and the graph (X, E) is one big 
odd circle in which case Q(X) is the dihedral group of order 2(2n + 1). 
Obviously, the “only if” parts of Theorem 1 are closely related to these 
observations, at least if combined with the fact, already mentioned above, 
that a finite metric space X of odd cardinality #X= 2n + 1 with a trans- 
itive group of (quasi-)isometries satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2 if 
dim comb x= n. 
FIG. 1. The various types of admissible pairs (&I, T) satisfying (Cl), (C2), and (C3) in case 
#XE {3,5,7}: 
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Further examples of metric spaces satisfying these conditions are given in 
THEOREM 3. Zf X is a metric space of odd cardinality # X = N = 2n + 1, 
satisfying the two conditions, 
(Pl) for any x&Y one has dimcomb (X\{x})=n. 
(P2) for allx, ,..., xk, y, ,..., ~,EX with #{x1 ,..., x,}=#{y, ,..., yk} 
=k> 1 one has 
i$, xiYifxlYk+ i xiYi-19 
i=2 
then TX contains precisely N different facettes of P, of dimension n. 
To close this Introduction let us mention one basic concept to be used in 
proving these results, the concept of “compatibility”: 
Two relations K,, K2 G Xx X are defined to be compatible if for all 
x0, xl, ---, X2k-1, x2k=xOEX with (x2i, x2i+,)EKl and (xzi+~, x2i+2)EK2 
for all i= 0, 1, . . . . k- 1 one has (x,,x~+~)EK~~K, for all i=O, l,..., 
2k - 1. This definition is justified by 
LEMMA 3. Any two relations K,, K2 E R(X) := {K(f) 1 f E TX} are com- 
patible. 
Proof: We recall the simple proof from [D]: If Kj = K(J) with fin P, 
for j= 1, 2, if x0, x,, . . . . x Zk-1,X2k=XOEX, and if (Xzi,XZi+l)EK, and 
(XZ~+I,X~~+~)EK~ for i=O, l,..., k - 1, then we have the inequalities 
k-l k-l 
iFo x2ix2i+ 1 = 1 (fltx2i) +flfx2i+ 1)) 
i=O 
k-l k-1 
= j:. (fl(x2i+l)+fl(x2i+2))~ 1 X2i+1X2i+2 
i=O 
k-l k-l 
= iTo (f2tx2i+ 1) +f2(x2i+2))= iso (f2fx2i) +f2fx2i+ 1)) 
k-l 
2 C x2ix2i+13 
i=O 
from which the result follows readily. 
The main emphasis in the following analysis will be on studying the 
consequences of compatibility for the system R,(X) := {K(f) 1 f c TX, 
dimS(f)=L#X/2]} ofp . airwise compatible relations. 
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In case #X= 2n = O(2) one verities easily that any two symmetric 
relations K, , Kz G Xx X with supp K, = supp Kz = X and such that X has 
precisely n bipartite connected with respect to K1 as well as with respect to 
K, are compatible if and only if they coincide. Indeed, the assumptions 
on K, and K, imply the existence of two fixed point free involutions c1 
and o2 on X with Kj= {( x, aJx)lx~X) for i= 1,2. Hence, if K, and K2 
are compatible, we may consider for any x= X,E X the sequence 
Xl := 01(x0), x2 := cz(xj), . . . . x2&1 := c1(-&-2), x2k := 02(x2k-l) = x0 
(k := min(j > 0 1 (~r~oi)~ x = x) to conclude that necessarily (x0, x,) E K2, 
i.e., xi = e2(xo) = bl(xo). So 0, and e2 coincide on each x E X which readily 
implies K, = K2. 
As a consequence we get, as already mentioned above, 
PROPOSITION 1. If X is a finite metric space of even cardinality, then 
#R,(X) 6 1. 
In case X has odd cardinality, we claim 
THEOREM 4. Let X be a finite set of odd cardinality #X = 2n + 1. Then 
there exist a canonical l-l correspondence between systems (E, z) as 
described in Theorem 2, satisfying conditions (Cl ), (C2), and (C3), and 
systems R of pairwise compatible, symmetric relations K E Xx X such that X 
has precisely n connected components, each of cardinality at least 2 and 
bipartite, relative to K for each KE R, and R has maximal cardinality with 
respect to this property, namely # R = #X. 
We shall prove Theorems 4, 2, and 1 in Section 2 (in this order) and 
Theorem 3 together with some additional statements of geometric interest 
in Section 3. 
2. SYSTEMS OF PAIRWISE COMPATIBLE Hook GRAPHS 
In this section we study the implications of the compatibility condition 
for our set systems 52,(X). So, as above, let X denote a finite set of odd 
cardinality N = 2n + 1. For a symmetric relation K E Xx X and some x E X 
Put 
N,c(x) := {YEXI(X, Y)EK) (2.1) 
deg,(x) := # NK(x). (2.2) 
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Obviously 
and 
1 deg&) = #K 
.x E x 
supp(K)= {xEXldegK(x)#O}. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
LEMMA 4. For X and K as above, the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) supp K=X, Kn {( x,x)lx~X} =(zI and #K= 1+ #X; 
(ii) there exists precisely one XEX with deg,(x)= 2 while 
deg,(y)= 1 for all yEX\{x}; 
(iii) supp K= X and the number of bipartite connected components of 
K (i.e., max{k 1 there exists a partition X = Y, u 2, u Y, u Z2 u . . ’ CI 
Y, CI Zk CI A with Y, # 0 for i = 1, . . . . k and K E A x A u 
Uf=, (YixZiuZix Yi)}) equals n=L#X/2J; 
(iv) there exists a bijection cp : Xr (0, 1, . . . . 2n} with q(K)= 
((0, 11, (AO)}U{(i,AI Ii-A = 1, min(i,i)- l(2)). 
Proof (i) o (ii) follows from (2.3) and (2.4). (ii)o (iii) o (iv) is 
obvious. 1 
We define such a symmetric relation K to be a hook graph on X. Let 
sj(X) denote the set of all hook graphs on X. For any KE fi(X) let vK 
denote the unique x E X with deg,(x) = 2 and let eK denote the set N,(v,) 
(cf. Fig. 2). 
One verifies easily that two hook graphs K, and K2 are compatible if and 
only if x0, xl, . . . . x&, , X2k=XOEX, (X0,X1),(X2,X3),...,(X2k-2,X2k-I)E 
$and (xl, X2), (x3, x4), . . . . (XZk-I, X2kJEK2 implies # {x0, X2, . . . . X2k-2). 
x1, x3, . . . . x2k- ,} < 2 if and only if either K1 = K2 or the assumption 
xO~ x1~ ...Y X2k-1, x2k=xOEX, (XO,X1),(X2,X3),...,(XZk-2,X2k-I)EK, and 
(x1, x2), (x3, x4), . . . . b2k-l, X2k) E K2 implies #{x0, x2, . . . . x2kp2} = 
#{xl& ,..., .$k-l}=l. 
More precisely, pairs of compatible hook graphs are described in 
K = 1 I ..’ 1 >a 
c 
FIG. 2. vK=a and eK= (6, c}. 
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LEMMA 5. Assume K, , Kz E !jj(X). 
(i) For x E eK, and y E eKz there exists a sequence x = x0, x1, . . . . xzk = 
y EXwith #{x0, x1, . . . . X*k}=2k+1,(Xo,x,),(Xz,xs),...,(XZk-*,X*k-,)E 
K2 and (x1, x2), (x,, x4), . . . . (xZk- 1, xZk) E K1, in particular uK, and uK, are in 
the same connected component of K1 v Kz. 
(ii) K, and K2 are compatible if and only if there exist some k > 0 and 
x0, x1, . . . . xzk E X such that # {x0, x1, . . . . xZk} = 2k + 1, K1 n ( Y x Y) = 
K,n(Yx Y) with Y:=X\(x,,x ,,,.., xzk > and-after perhaps exchanging 
K, and KZ-(xo, x1), (x1, x2), (x3, x4), . . . . (xZk-, , xZk) E K1 and (x0, x1), 
(x2, x3), **a, (XZk-2, xzk- ,), (xZk, xi) E Kz for some even j or for j= 2k - 1 
(cf Fig. 3). 
Proof: (i) For any KE!$X) and ZERO let CT: denote the unique 
involution of X with fixed point set (z} and K= {(z, uK), (uK, z)} u 
{(y, a!(y))1 YEA!\(Z)}. Let IJ~ := o,KI and cz := CT,” and let q denote the 
smallest natural number 2 1 with 
a X0 
Xl x2 x3 X2k-3 X2k-2 x2k-1 x2k 
l . l + . . . .-. l , l . . . . . . . 
IH I : . . . : : 
'Zj+l x2i-l 
)- . . . 
X0 Xl x2 x3 
: 
Y  ., ,, ,_ ,, _ l - * . f x2c.. 
- .*. I 
X 2k '2i 
FIG. 3. Pairs of compatible hook graphs: 
K,={(x,y)l* ‘K l l *I 
&={(x,y)l- . . l .  ..o* l 0) 
x ” 
(a) j=2k-l;(b) j=O;and(y) jE{2,4,...,2k-2). 
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Because O,X =x we have necessarily q = l(2). Moreover we have, 
necessarily, q z l(4), since q = 4p + 3 would lead to 
ul(u*ul.. . u*u~u*)x=(u2u~ -‘.u*u1u*)x 
2p + 1 factors 2p + 1 factors 
and therefore 
(c2(7* . ..u2u1u2)XEXb’= (x}, 
2p + I factors 
contradicting the minimality of q. Hence we have q = 4k + 1 for some k E tV 
which leads to IT~(o,cT~)~x= (cT~cT~)~x, i.e., (a,02)k~~XU2= (y}. Hence 
we may put 
x0 :=x, x, := QX, . ..) xi := mx (j=2, 3, . . . . 2k), 
j factors 
to derive x2k = Y, (X2j,XZj+l)EK2, and (x2j+l,X2j+2)EKl forj=Q l,..., 
k-l and #{x0,x1,... 
(x,v,)oK,uK and (;“‘“u’~~~~~~)~~~~‘~~~o~~;~~)~ 
particular uK, aid vK2 are ir th: same’cokectid component of K, u K2. 
(ii) It follows easily from the explicit description of K1 and K2 in terms of 
xO, xl, . . . . X2k that the conditions stated in (ii) concerning x0, x1, . . . . Xzk are 
indeed sufficient for the compatibility of Ki and K2 (compare also Fig. 3). 
Vice versa, if K, and K2 are compatible and if { uK,, vK2} n 
supp(R, n K2) # 0, say (x, uK1) E K, n K2 for some XE X, then we may 
choose y E eK2 so that { y, uK2} # ( x, oKI}, but (y, uKJ E K,, if possible, and 
consider the sequence x = x0, xi, x2, . . . . .k& = y as constructed in (i). 
Note that y #x since otherwise x = y E eK2 and (x, uK,) E K1 n K2 E K, 
implies uK, = UK, and therefore {y, UK*) = {x, uK,}. K, and K2 must 
necessarily coincide outside {x0, x, , . . . . x2,} Since otherwise compatibility 
would be violated (cf. the proof of Proposition 1). Moreover, we already 
have (XI 3 x2)9 (-% x,), . . . . (XZk-, 3 X2k) E K, and (x0, Xl), (x2, x3), “*, 
(-%-2,X,k-,)~K2 as well as (x0, uK,) E K, and (xZk, uK2) E K2. From our 
assumption (x0, UK,) E K, n K2 G K2 and (x0, x,) E K, we get either uK, = xi 
and therefore (x0, xi) E K, as desired or x0 = uKz and eK2 = {x,, uK,}. But in 
this case y E eK2 = (x1, UK,) and y=+ #xi (in view of #{x0, Xi, . . . . XZk} 
= 2k + 1) implies y = uK, 
iY% UK*) = {u 
which together with x=x0 = uKz leads to 
K,, uK2} = {x, uK,}, contradicting our choice of y. So we have 
indeed uK, = xi and (x0, xi) E K,. 
Let us now consider possible choices for uK,. Since (y, uK2) = 
(x 2k, uK2) E K2 we have t0 show that uK2 = xzk _, or uK, = xi for some even 
jE {0,2,4, . . . . 2k- 2). So assume that neither of that holds. If uK2$ 
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{ x0, Xl 3 *.*, xZk} and if (uK2, z) E K, we have necessarily (uK2, z) E K, since by 
compatibility K, and K, coincide outside (x0, x1, . . . . xZk}. But. then 
{U K2, z> # {x, uK1} together with (y, uK2) $ K, and (z, uKJ E K, n K2 con- 
tradicts our choice of y which was chosen to denote an element u in 
eK2= {y. z> for which {uK2, a} # {x, vK,}, but (u, uK2) E K,, if possible. So 
in the present situation we should have chosen z rather than y to start with. 
So we have necessarily uK2 E (x0, x,, . . . . xzk). 
Since necessarily UK2 # Xzk = y E e&, it remains to show that uK2 = xj with 
jE { 1, 3, . . . . 2k- 3) is impossible. But this would lead to (xi, xi+ 1), . . . . 
(X2k-1, x2k)EKl; (Xj+l, Xj+2), Y  (X2k-2, X2k-l), (X2k, Xj)EK2 without 
fX2k-22,X2k-1)EKI, contradicting the compatibility of K, and K2. 
Hence it remains to show that {u K,, uK2} n supp(K, A K2) = 0 cannot 
hold. So choose x E eK, = {x, x’} and y E eK2 = ( y, y’} in such a way that 
the sequence x = x0, x1, . . . . Xzk = y chosen according to (i) is as short as 
possible. Compatibility implies that K, and K, coincide outside 
(x0, *.*, XZk}. So since they do not coincide on {x’, uK,) nor on {y’, uKz}, 
we have necessarily x’, y’ E (x0, x1, ..,, &} and if x’ = xi, we have 
U KIzXi+19 if i is odd, and uK, = xi- 1, if i is even. In the latter case 
we get (~0, xl), (~2, ~31, . . . . (Xi-23 x~-~)EKZ and (~1, ~24, -., (Xi-33 Xi-z), 
(xi- 1, x0) E K,, contradicting the compatibility of K, and K2. Hence we 
have i=1(2) and u~,=x~+~. Similarly (or by symmetry, exchanging K, 
and K2) one concludes y’ = xj and uK, = xi-, for some j E l(2). 
If j<i, the sequence yo=y’=xj, y, =x~+~, Y~=x~+~, . . . . yiPj=xi=x’ 
would represent the sequence existing for y’ and x’ according to (i), and it 
would be shorter than the sequence from x to y, contradicting their 
choice. Hence we have necessarily i < j and get the final contradiction by 
considering the sequence a0 = x0, a, = x1, . . . . azk = XZk, azk + 1 = uK, = xi- 1, 
ll2k+2=Xj-2, . . . . a2k+r=Xj-rr . . . . &k+j-i-1 =Xi+l =UK,, a2k+j-i=aO=x0 
for which we have (a,, ai+ 1)~ K2 for iEO(2) and (ai, ai+ 1)~ K, for 
i - l(2), once again contradicting the compatibility of K, and K,. 1 
COROLLARY 1. If K,, K2 E !sj(X) are compatible, then the following 
statements are equiualent: 
(i) K,=K,; 
(ii) 0 K, = uK2; 
(iii) eK1 = eKz. 
Proof: Figure 3 shows that K, # K2 implies UK, #UK, and eK, # eK2. 1 
COROLLARY 2. If 6 E sj(X) is a system of pairwise compatible hook 
graphs, then # 6 < # X. 
ProofI 6 + X : K H uK is injective by Corollary 1. 1 
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COROLLARY 3. Zf K,, K, E sj(X) are compatible, then supp(K, n KJ n 
IV K,? VKJ $0. 
Proof. Compare Fig. 3. 1 
COROLLARY 4. Zf K,, K, E $3(X), vK, # vK2, and vK,, vK2 E supp(K, n K2), 
then K, and K, are compatible if and only if with YE X the complement of 
the connected component of vK, in K,uK, one has K,n(YxY)= 
K2 n (Y x Y). In particular, if y E eK, n eK2 then K, and K2 are compatible ty 
and only if oFl= a$. 
Proof: Irrespective of compatibility the connected component of 
x1 := VK, in K, u K, must look like either (a) or (fl) in Fig. 3. So com- 
patibility holds if and only if K, and K2 coincide outside this connected 
component. u 
COROLLARY 5. Assume that K, K,, K2 E e(X), that K and K, as well as 
K, and K2 are compatible, and that eK n eK, # @. Then K and K2 coincide 
outside the connected component of Ku K,, containing vK and vK2. In 
particular, K and K, are compatible if vK is not contained in the connected 
component of K, u K,, containing vK, and vK2. 
Proof. Assume that the connected component of K, u K2 containing vK, 
and vK, is as depicted in Fig. 3 and that y E eK n eK,. Assuming in addition 
w.1.o.g. that K# K, we get {y} = eKn eK, and K= {(y, vK), (vK, y)} u 
K,\{(y, vK,), (v,,, y)}. Using the notation of Fig. 3 we have to distinguish 
the cases y = x0 and y =x2 and in addition in the situation (y) we have to 
consider the possibility that K, is depicted by the smaller dotted lines (. . .) 
and K2 by straight lines (-) and that y equals x2k. Hence depicting the 
edges of K by the larger dotted lines (* l l ) and assuming at first that 
VK4 (x0, Xl, . . . . x2,‘} the configurations which can occur are depicted in 
Fig. 4. Considering these configurations and comparing them with those 
depicted in Fig. 3 it follows immediately that indeed K and K2 are com- 
patible in this case, so in particular they coincide outside the connected 
component of Ku K, containing vK and vK,. 
In the remaining case vK E {x0, . . . . x2k} the hook graphs K and K, may 
no longer be compatible. Still, in a similar way as above, they are easily 
seen to coincide again outside the connected component of Ku K2 
containing vK and vK2 which is just {x0, . . . . xZk} except in cases 
(a; y = x2; v,# x0, x,) and (y; y = x2; vK # x,,, xi) in which case this com- 
ponent consists of {x2, x3, . . . . xZk}. 1 
Now assume 6 c b(X) to be a family of pairwise compatible hook 
graphs. We associate to 6 the graph E = E(6) = (X, E) with E = E(6) := 
{eKIKE6}G(f). F rom Corollary 1 we have # 6 = # E < #X. We claim 
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LEMMA 6. E(B) contains no even cycle and at most one odd cycle, 
Proof. If Ki, Kz E 6 and x E eK1 n eK,, then compatibility implies 
a,KI = OP. So for any x E supp( E) := lJ, E E e E X we have a well-defined 
involution frX = 0,” with fixed point set P = {x}. Moreover {x, y> E E 
implies 
%=(xY)“~,o(Y4 (2.5) 
(if (xy) denotes the transposition, exchanging x and y). Hence, if 
x0, Xl 7 ..., xk, xk + I = x0 is a Cycle in E with # {x0, x1, . . . . xk} = k + 1, we 
have 
(xO~l)o(~,x2)o .” o~xkxk+l~o(i,~o~xk+lxk~o ... o(xIxO)=%,,~ (2.6) 
i.e., 
txl x2 ’ ’ ’ xk) ’ cxo +k--x2x1)=t&, (2.7) 
which readily implies k = 2j= O(2) and CJ~~(XJ = x~+~ (i = 1, . . . . j). 
So E cannot contain an even cycle and if x0, x,, . . . . xzj= xk, xk+ I =x0 is 
an odd cycle and KE 6, then eK = {x0, x1} implies vK = a,(~,) = x, +i. In 
particular, if x0, xi, . . . . xzj = xk, xk + i = x0 and yo, yi, . . . . y2i, y2i+, = yo are 
two odd cycles with (~0, x1, . . . . xzj} n {Y,, Y,, . . . . y2i) # 0, say x0 = y,, 
then x0 = vK, = vK, for K,,K,EO with eK,={xj,xj+r} and eKz= 
{ yi, y,, I }. But compatibility implies K, = K2 and therefore eK, = eK2, i.e., 
xj+ 1 E {Yi, Yi+ I 1. But xj+ 1~ vK for that K~(fj for which eK= {x0, x,}. So, 
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using the same argument and putting everything together, x,, = y, implies 
(x0, XI> E {{Yo, YI>, {YI, Y2), . . . . {Y2i, Yo)), i.e., XI = YI  or x1 = YZi* SO, 
without loss of generality x1 = y, and continuing we get x2 = y,, . . . . xzj= 
y2j, and i = j. Hence two odd cycles must be disjoint. But even this cannot 
hold: assume x,,, x1, . . . . xzj and y,,, y,, . . . . y2i are two disjoint odd cycles 
in E 
For v = 0, 1, . . . . 2j let K, E 6 denote the unique element in 6 with uK, = x, 
and for p=O, 1, . . . . 2i let Lp~ 8 denote the unique element in 6 with 
uq= yP. Note that eK,= {x,+~, x”+~+~ } (indices modulo 2j + 1) and that 
eL,-- Yp+i, Yp+i+l 1 } (indices modulo 2i + 1). Let cr, := ox, (v = 0, . . . . 2j) 
and rP := cy, (p=O, . . . . 2i). Since f~~=(x,x,-~)~ ... ~(x~x~)~~J~~ 
(xoxI)o ... 0 (X,-,X,) and a,({~,, x1, . . . . Xzj})= {x0, x1, . . . . Xzj} we have 
a,( y;) = a,( y,) # y, for all v = 0, 1, . . . . 2j and all p = 0, 1, . . . . 2i. Similarly we 
have TJx,) = ro(x,) # x, for all v = 0, 1, . . . . 2j and all p = 0, 1, . . . . 2i. Hence 
there exists some v E (0, . . . . 2i) and some p E (0, . . . . 2j) with ao(y,) $ 
(Yo, ..., Y,~} and ro(x,,) I$ {x0, . . . . xy}. W.1.o.g. assume p = v = 0, i.e., 
Oo(Yo) 4 {Yo, .--v Y,~} and ro(xo)$ {x0, x1, . . . . xy}. But this implies 
supp(K,nL,)n{u,,,v,,)=~; in fact (x,,z)EL, for some zEX if 
and only if z=ro(xo)$ {x0,x1,..., xu} while (x0, z) E K, if and only if 
z E {xi, xj+ , }; moreover (y,, z) E K, if and only if z = a,(~,) 4 { y,, . . . . yzj} 
while (y,, z) E Lo if and only if z E { yi, yi+ r }. So, using Corollary 3, we get 
that K. and Lo are not compatible, a contradiction. i 
COROLLARY. Zf 6 G H(X) is a family of pairwise compatible hook 
graphs, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) #6> #X 
(ii) E(6) is connected and contains at least one cycle; 
(iii) E(6) is connected and contains precisely one odd cycle; 
(iv) #6= #X; 
(v) x= {U,~RE(5}. 
Proof: Obvious. 1 
From now on assume that 6 c $5(X) is a family of pairwise compatible 
hook graphs with # 6 = #X= IV, so E = E(6) is connected and contains 
precisely one odd cycle, say x0, x1, x2, . . . . xzj, xzi+ r =x0. For any 
i, k E (0, 1, . . . . 2j) and any YE Y= Y(B) :=X\{xo, x1, . . . . X2j) we have 
cz( y) = o:(y) E Y (cf. (2.5)). Hence we may define an involution t = t0 by 
z(x) := e$x) if xeY x 
otherwise (2.8) 
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and we get 
I T(X) if XEY 
~xo(X) = 
x0 if x=x0 
xi+j if x=xi and i E { 1, . ..) j} 
(2.9) 
X-j if x=xi and iE {j+ 1, . ..) 2j). 
Now, if y, = x0, y,, . . . . y, is a path in E, then a,=(y,y,-,)... 
(Y,Y~)~,(Y~Y,)...(Y~-,Y~) and so, if KEG and eK= {Y~-~, Y~I, then 
K= 1(x, ~,JxNIx~X\{Y~H u {{xv ~yh-,(x)Ix~X\b-lH can be corn- 
puted in terms of E(6) and r 0. In other words, if 6 and 6’ are two 
families of pairwise compatible hook graphs with # 6 = # 6’ = #X, then 
6 = 8’ if and only if E(6) = E(W) and r0 = TV’. 
The question remains as to which systems (E, T) can occur this way? 
Here we claim: 
THEOREM 4’. Assume X to be a finite set of odd cardinality 
#X = N = 2n + 1. Then, given a connected graph E = (X, E) with vertex set 
X and edge set E c (,“) and given an involution t of X there exists a family 
Q c b(X) of pairwise compatible hook graphs with E = E(6) and t = z0 if 
and only if E and z satisfy conditions (Cl), (C2), and (C3) from Section 1. 
Proof We know already that (Cl) and (C2) are necessary for the 
existence of some such 6 E B(X). To show that (C3) is also necessary and 
that (Cl), (C2) and (C3) together are also sufficient, it will be enough to 
show the following: 
LEMMA 7. Assume that for some family 6 = {K,, K,, . . . . Kk} c B(X), 
some x0, x1, . . . . xkEX, andsomey,, y2, . . . . ykEXWe have #{x0,X1 ,..., xk) 
= 1 + # {y,, . . . . yk} =ki- 1, e&= {xi-l, Xi} and vK,= yi (i= 1, . . . . k). Then 
any two K, K’ E 8 are compatible tf and only if 
and 
(i= 1, . . . . k - 1) (2.10) 
Zfyil=Xi2andyj,=xjz, i,<i,, j,<j2, i,<jl, andi,<j,, then 
jl-i,=j,--i2<i2-i, andyi,+i=xiz+ifor i=O, l,...,j,-i,. (2.11) 
Moreover, assuming (2.10) one has a:(~,,) = xiz for some i, < i, if and only 
if yi, = xi, if and only if y, = xi, _ 1 if and only tf oz (xi*-, ) = xi, _, . 
Proof Condition (2.10) is obviously necessary (cf. Corollary 4 of 
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Lemma 4). Now assume (2.10). We show first that this already implies the 
equivalence of the following four statements for any i, < i,: 
o,Kd(xil) = Xizr 
Yil = xi*9 
Yizzxil-17 
and 
a~(Xiz-l)=Xil-1. 
Note that for any K E 8(X) with eK = {x, z > the formula 
UK = a,“(z) 
implies 
(2.12) 
for any i= 1, . . . . k. But 
yi=a ze ,Cxi) (2.13) 
a~-,=(Xi~1xi~2...xg)a~(xoxI...xi-l) 
(cf. (2.5)) now implies 
(2.14) 
Yi=ar ~_,(Xi)=(xj-,xi-2”.Xo)ax”d(Xi) 
and therefore in case i, -c i,: 
(2.15) 
yil = xi* * az(xi,) = Xi> * yil= xil - 1. (2.16) 
Exchanging the role of K, and Kk by renumbering (tj in inverse order 
finally gives 
for i, < i,. 
(2.17) 
Let us now proceed by induction with respect to k to show that (2.11) 
must hold if the hook graphs in 8 are pairwise compatible. So we may 
assume-using the notation of (2.11 )-that 1 = min(i,, i,, jr, j,) = i, and 
that k = max(i,, i,, j,, j2) = j, and that the conclusion of Lemma 7 holds 
for any quadruple il, i2, j, , j, with j2 - il < k - 1 fulfilling the conditions of 
(2.11). Now consider K, and Kk (cf. Fig. 5). Using the abbreviation i := Xi, 
we have necessarily (0, i2), (1, i2), (jr, k) E K, and (0, i2 - l), (jr - 1, k - l), 
(j, - 1, k)e Kk and therefore (0, i2)$ Kk and (jl - 1, k) # K,. Hence it 
follows from Corollary 3 of Lemma 4 (supp(K, A Kk) n { iz, jl - 1 } # @) 
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k-l k 
that either (1, iJ E Kk or (j, - 1, k - 1) E K, (or both). By symmetry (i.e., 
by perhaps renumbering (fi in inverse order and exchanging the role of K, 
and Kk as above) we may assume w.1.o.g. that (j, - 1, k - 1) E K,. But then 
yj,-i=xk-i and so i;:=i,=l, ii:=&, j;:=j,-1, j;:=j,-l=k-1 
either fulfill the conditions of (2.11), in which case our induction hypothesis 
leads to the wanted result, or we have ii = j; or ii = j;. But in case 
1=i;=j;=j,-1wealsogetxi,=a~(x,)=o~(xj,~,)=x,_,andincase 
i, = ii =j; = k- 1 we get x, = a,Kd(xiz) = rrx;(xk- i) = xj,- i, so in both cases 
we get ji - i, = 1 = j, - i, < i, - i, (otherwise i, = i, + 1 = ji in contradic- 
tion to yi,=xi,-, =x0 and yi,=xjz) and yi,+i=xjz+i for i=O, 1. 
Finally, again by induction with respect to k, we show the sufficiency of 
the conditions (2.10) and (2.11). So we may already assume that Ki and Kj 
are compatible if lj - il < k - 1 and we have to prove that K, and Kk are 
compatible. Since K, and Kk as well as K, and Kk-, are compatible, it 
follows from Corollary 5 of Lemma 4 that K, and Kk coincide outside the 
connected component of K, u Kk containing y, and y,, which is contained 
in (x0, x1, . . . . xk} u {yl, . . . . yk} and that K, and Kk are indeed compatible 
if Y~#{x~,...,x~)u {Ye,..., yk} or ~~4 {x~~...~x~-~)u {Ye,..., y,-,}. 
Hence we may assume y, = xi and yk = xj for some ie (2, . . . . k} and some 
jE (0, . . . . k - 2). If i= k, then j= 1 - I= 0 and vice versa, and we get 
(~,,,x~)cK,nK,, i.e., xo=uKk, xk = vk, E supp(K, n Kk), so K, and Kk are 
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compatible by Corollary 4 to Lemma 4. Otherwise i < k and j > 0. Hence 
i,=l,i,=i,j,=j+l,andj,=kfulfilltheconditionsi,ci,,j,cj,,i,<j,, 
andi,<j,from(2.11),sowehavej,-i,=j=j,-i,=k-i<i,-i,=i-l 
and JJ,+~=x~+~ for r=O, l,..., j. This implies crt;(~~+,)=x~+~ and 
f~~(x,)=x~+~-~ for r=O, l,..., j (cf. Fig. 6) and again we get { uK, , uK,} = 
{xiv xj} C s”PP(Kl n Kr), since (x1, xi), (xi, x,-,)EK, n K,, so K1 and K, 
are compatible also in this case. 1 
Theorems 4’ follows directly from Lemma 7, using the following con- 
siderations: if (E, r) satisfy (Cl) and (C2) and if x0, x1, . . . . xzj, xzj+ r =x0 is 
the odd cycle in E, then we have a partial order on Y := X\{x,, x1, . . . . xzi} 
defined by ‘yr d y, if one/any path from y, to x0 passes yr” and we have a 
l-l correspondence between Y and the set F := E\{ {xi, xi+ 1 > 1 i = 0, . . . . 2j) 
defined by “y c* e if and only if e = { y, y’} with y’ < y or y’ # Y”. Hence, if 
(E, r) comes from 8 and if K E 8, then 
uK=xieeK= {x~+~, x~+~+~} (in (0, 1, . . . . 2j}, indices modulo 2j+ 1) 
(2.18) 
and 
uK= yEFoz(y)tteK. (2.19) 
From these observations it is easy to deduce the necessity of (C3) from 
(2.11) in the lemma. Vice versa, if (E, r) satisfy (Cl), (C2), and (C3), we 
define the involution ox0 by 
I+) if xEY 
o,,(x) := x0 
if x=x0 
xi+j if x=xi and l<i<j 
(2.20) 
Xi-j if x=xi and j+l<i<2j. 
We (well-!) define involutions a,(x~X) by choosing a path 
Yo = x0, Y 1, .*-7 y, =x in E and putting 
d x :=(YrYr-1)0 ... ~(YIYo)~~xo~(YoYl)~ ... O(YrYr-1). (2.21) 
For each e = {x, y} E E we define the hook graph 
Ke:= {( x( 1, )I fJ z z ZE Y\{--+-J ‘@Jz)9 Z)kX\{YlL (2.22) 
Put 
6 := {K,leEE}, (2.23) 
and use Lemma 7 to show that any two hook graphs in 8 are indeed 
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compatible, while it follows directly from the construction that E = E(6) 
and t = r”. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 4’. 1 
Obviously, Theorem 4’ together with the discussion preceding its 
statement imply Theorem 4 as well as Theorem 2. It follows also from the 
corollary to Lemma 6 that a finite metric space X of odd cardinality 
#X= N= 2n + 1 with a transitive group Q(x) of quasi-isometries and with 
dim =,,,,,,, X= n must satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2, since the set 
{ uk E KI R,(X)} is necessarily a non-empty, G-invariant subset of X. Hence, 
Theorem 2 implies the “only if” part of Theorem 1 (ii), while the “only if” 
part of Theorem 1 (i) already has been proven in the Introduction (it 
follows from Proposition 1 and the discussion following the statement of 
the corollary of Theorem 1). Vice versa, if there exists a fixed point free 
involution 0, acting on some finite (not even necessarily transitive) G-set X 
and commuting with the action of G, then the metric 
if x=y 
D:XxX+R:(x, y)~ if x# y#a(x) 
if y=a(x) 
is obviously G-invariant and satisfies dimcomb (X, D) = L #X/2 J in view of 
the fact that the constant map S : X+ R : x H 1 is in TX and satisfies 
at-)= {(X? 4x))lx4. 
Finally, if a cyclic or dihedral group G acts transitively and faithfully on 
a finite set X of odd cardinality #X= N = 2n + 1, we may assume w.1.o.g. 
that X coincides with the set Z/N. Z of integral congruence classes modulo 
N and that G is a subgroup of the dihedral group of all permutations rr of 
Z/N.Z for which z(l+i+N.Z)~{l+rc(i+N.Z), -l+a(i+N.Z)} for 
all iE Z, generated by the two permutations 
and 
n, :Z~N.Z~ZIN.Z:~+N.ZH~+~+N.Z 
in which case the metric 
(i+N.Z,j+N.Z)Hmin(li’-j’lli’Ei+N.Z,j’Ej+N.Z) 
is G-invariant and satisfies dimcomb (Z/N. Z, D) = n in view of the 
fact that the map f : Z/N. Z + R: i := i + N. Z H n/2 + (lit - n/2). 1/2n 
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(i = 0, rt 1, . . . . +n) is in T 
{((i-n), (i-n,i)Ii=O, l)...) 
(Z/N.& D) and satisfies K(f) = 
n} u ((0, -n), (-n, 0)); so it is a hook 
graph with uKC/)=O and eKC,)= { +n, -TI}. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Let US now turn to the study of finite metric spaces X of odd cardinality 
#X= N = 2n + 1 > 1 satisfying (Pl ) and (P2). We already know that for 
any such space X= (X, D) the family R,(X, D) is a (perhaps empty) family 
of pairwise compatible hook graphs and we still have to show that 
#5&,(X, D) = N if (X, D) satisfies conditions (Pl) and (P2) from Section 1. 
Using the analysis from Section 2, it is enough to show that in E(R,(X, D)) 
any vertex x E X is connected with a (necessarily odd) cycle. But from (Pl) 
we get the existence of some fOE T(,,,, with dim(S(f,)) = n, and so we get 
the existence of some involution CT = CT~ of X with fixed point set X” = {x} 
and Kf= {(y, a(y))ly~X\x}. We claim 
LEMMA 8. There exist some f E P,, some partition X= A’, u X- u Y 
with XE X-, and there exist two elements x1, x2 E X- with x1 #x2, 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) (xl, x2)gKf; 
(ii) K;:= Kf\{ ( x,,xz),(x2,xJ}cx+ xx- ux- xx+ CJ Yx Y; 
(iii) deg,,(z) = 2 for all z E X, ; 
(iv) (X+xX~uX~xX+)nK~isatreeonX+uX~; 
(~1 (YxY)~K,=((Y,~(Y))IYEY}. 
Note that these conditions imply supp(K,) = X and therefore f E T,. 
Proof: Let us observe first that by extending f. from X\{x} to all of X 
by choosing fo(x) large enough so that fO(x) + fO( y) > xy for all y E X we 
can find some f’ E P, and some partition X = Xl, CJ Xl CI Y’ with 
(vi) Kf.~(X’+xX~)o(X~xX’+)u(Y’xY’); 
(vii) K~n(Y’xY’)={(y,o(y))ly~Y’}; 
(viii) K,, n ((xl+ x XL) u (x’ xX’+)) is a tree on X’+ CI XL ; 
(ix) deg,,(z) = 2 for all z E Xl, ; 
(x) XEX; 
namelyf’=f,, XL = {x}, Xl, =a, r’=x\{~}. 
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Now let f’ E P, and X= X’+ 0 x’ 0 Y’ be such a system for which 
# Y’ is minimal, define 
1 
+l if ZGX’, 
g’:X+R:ZH -1 if z E X’- 
0 if ZE Y’, 
and consider the largest (necessarily positive) E with f = f’ + E .g’ E P,. It 
follows easily that K,. s K$ Ky u ((XT x Y’) u Y’ x x’ ) u (Xl x x’ )). 
If there exist y E Y’ and u E x’ with (y, U) E Kf, we may define 
f’(z)+(&--?)*g’(z) if ZEX$ uX’- 
if z=y 
if z=a(y) 
otherwise 
for some small rj > 0, 
x; := x; u { y), X” :=x2 u (CT(y)}, 
Y := Y’\(y, a(y)} 
to obtain in f’ and X= Xl: c, XL CI Y” a system satisfying (vi) to (x) with 
# Y” < # Y’ and hence a contradiction-unless (y, U) E K, and (y, u’) E K, 
for some U’ E X1 \{u}. But this is impossible because of (P2): we could 
choose the (shortest) path x, = u, y, E-X’+, x2 EX), y,eX’+, . . . . x, = 
u’ E X1 from u to U’ in K,- s Kf and we may put y, = y to obtain x, y, + 
x2y2+ ... +x,y, = CI=l (ftxi)+f(Yi)) = GIL: (f(Yi)+f(xi+l))+ 
(f(xl)+f(y,))=xly,+x,yl+ *** + x, y, _ , , contradicting (P2). Hence 
we have necessarily KY 5 K,-z Ky u (xl x XL). Now assume that there 
exist x,, x2, xi, x;EXI with (x,, x2), (xl,, X;)E KJ and {x1, x2} # 
{xi, xi>, say x1 Z-C, xi. Let x, = a,, b,, a2, b,, . . . . arr b,, a,, 1 = xi denote 
the (shortest) path from x1 to xi in K/., so we have ai E XL and bi E X’+ for 
i = 1, c.., r, and let x; = b,, ,, a,,,, . . . . a,, b, =x2 denote the path from xi to 
xi in Kff, . so we have b, E XL and aje X’+ for j = r + 2, . . . . s. Together we 
get #{~,,a, ,..., a,} = #{a, ,..., ~,+,}+#(a,+~ ,..., a,} = (r+l)+ 
(s-r-l)=s= #{b, ,..., b,}+#{b,+, ,..., b,}= #{b, ,..., b,}>l and 
Cs=laibi = C;=l (f(ai)+f(bi)) = (f(a,)+f(bs))+C;I: (f(ai+,)+ 
f(bi)) = a, b, + C;=: ai+, bi, contradicting (P2). 
Hence there exists only one pair {x,, x2} c x’ with (x1, x,), 
(x,, x1) E K, and for this pair we have Kf= Ky u {(x,, x2), (x2, x,)}. It 
remains to show that x, #x2 to conclude that f together with X, := xl+, 
X- := XL, Y := Y’, and x1, x2 EX_ satisfy conditions (i) to (v). But 
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x,=x2 would imply f(x,)=O and hence f(y)=f(y)+f(x,)~yx, for 
all y E X. So ( y, y’) E K, implies yy’ = f( y ) + f( y’) > yx, + y’x, > yy’ 
and therefore f(y) = f(y) + f(xl) = yxl, i.e., (y, x,) E Kf. Hence 
K,-= KY u {(xi, x,)} implies Y’ = 121 and therefore X= Xl, c) XL. Since 
assumptions (viii) and (ix) imply #x’ = 1 + #Xl,, we get #X- 2 2 from 
l+ #X=2. #X- >4. So there exist x,~X\{xi} and x,EX’+ with 
(x2, x3) E KY E K, and therefore (x,, xi) E Kf in contradiction to 
Kp(X'xX')={( x1, x1)}. Hence x, #x2, as needed. fi 
Now we want to conclude from Lemma 8 that in E := E(R,(X, D)) there 
exists a path connecting x with an odd cycle in E. But this follows easily 
from the next lemma which starts from a precise description of K,-: 
LEMMA 9. Assume that for a finite metric space X= (X, D) there exist 
some f  E T,, some way of indexing X as X = {a,,, a,, . . . . azj, b, , . . . . b,, 
Cl 3 ..., cr, Y,, a.., Y,, 21, ****, z,} with #X=2j+1+2r+2s,jal, r30, ~30, 
and some map y : {b,, . . . . b,} + {ao, a,, . . . . aU, c,, . . . . c,} with the property 
that y(b,) = cj implies j< i, such that 
K,-={(ai,ai+1),(a,+,,ai))i=0,...,2jmodulo2j+1} 
u {bi, c,), (ci, bi) 1 i= 1, . . . . r} 
U ((Yip zi)9 (zi9 yi)l i= 1, -9 S} 
U { (bi, y(bi)), (y(b,h bi) I i= 1, -3 r}. 
Then one has {ci, y(b,)} E E := E(R,(X, D)) (i= 1, . . . . r) and (a,, ai+,} E E 
(i= 0, 1, . . . . 2j modulo 2j + 1). 
Proof: We proceed by induction with respect to r. If cj# y(b,) for all 
i = 1, . . . . r for some jE ( 1, . . . . r }, we may replace f  by 
if Y$ {cj, bj> 
f,:X-+R:yl-+ if y=bj 
if y=cj 
for some small E > 0 and re-index X by deleting cj and bj from the list of 
cls and b;s, adding instead y,,, := cj, z,+, := bj and restricting y to 
{b 1, --., br)\{bj) t o o bt ain a situation as in Lemma 8, but with r replaced 
by r - 1. So we may conclude that our statement holds except perhaps for 
{cj, y(b,)). Hence, if two such element jE { 1, . . . . r} exist, our statement 
follows by induction. Otherwise j= r is the only such j and we have 
necessarily y(b,) = ci.-, for all i = 2, . . . . r. To prove that also in this case we 
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have {c,, y(b,)} EE, we assume w.1.o.g. that y(b,)=a, and consider for 
some small E > 0 the map 
f2 X+R:yl+f(y)+ 
0 if Y~Y 1, ..-, y,, Zl 9 .‘.> z,> 
(r+ j).E if y= c, 
-(j+i).E if y=b, and in (1, . . . . r} 
(j+i+ l).E if y=ci and iE{l,...,r-1) 
(j+ l).E if y=a, 
-i.E if y = uzi and in { 1, . . . . j} 
+i.E if y=a,,-, and i~{l,..., j}. 
One verifies easily that for small enough E > 0 one has 
Kb = { (.I’,, Zi), (Zi, yi) I i = 1, -3 s} 
” {L br), (b,, CA> 
U ((bi, Ci-1)~ (Ci-1, bi)Ii=2, . . . . r> 
” WI9 4, (% hH 
U {(%- 1, %I, (%i, u2i- 1) I  i= 1, .  .  .  .  j> 
and hence K,, E 53,(X, D) and 
eKf2 = {C,> Cr-I)EE (or={c,,u,}EE, if r=l), 
as claimed. 
Hence it remains to show that {ai, u~+~} EE(&,(X, D)) for all 
i = 0, 1, . . . . 2j (modulo 2j + 1) holds in the only case our induction does not 
work, namely the case r =O. By symmetry, it is enough to show that 
{a,, ~1~~) E E. Now consider 
0 if Y~Y 1, . . . . y,, Zl, **a, z,> 
j,E if YE (4, a2i> 
f,:X+R: y-f(y)+ -j.e if y=u, 
i.E if y=uzi and i= 1, . . . . j- 1 
--i.E if ~=a*~+~ and i= 1, . . . . j- 1. 
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As above, it follows that K/, E R,(X, D) and that 
eKf, = (al9 a*j> EE 
as desired. 1 
So, altogether we have proven 
THEOREM 3’. If X= (X, D) is a finite metric space of odd cardinality, 
satisfying conditions (Pl) and (P2), then 6 :=53,(X, D) is a family of 
pairwise compatible hook graphs of the same cardinality as X and therefore 
determined by the graph E(B) and the involution z6 satisfying conditions 
(Cl), (C2), and (C3) from Section 1. 
COROLLARY. If X = (X, D) is a metric space of odd cardinality 
#X = N = 2n + 1, satisfying (Pl) and (P2), then the subset of T,, consisting 
of all n-dimensional cells of T, and their (n - 1)-dimensional faces, is 
connected. 
Proof It is enough to show that for K,, K, E 9,(X, D) with 
x~eK,n eK, # @ there exists a path f : [0, l] + T,: t H f, such that 
K, = K,, K, = K, , and K, E Rh(X, D) for all t E [0, 11. To this end consider 
for any pair g,, g, E T, with KgO= K, and Kg, = K, the path 
g:[O,l]+T,:t~g~ defined by g,(a) := (1 - t) g,,(u) + tgl(a) for 
a~X\{x) and g,(x) :=sup(xa-g,(a)\a~ X\{x}). It is clear that g,=g, 
and g1 = g, since xa - g,,(a) = g,,,,(x) if a = uK,,,, while otherwise one has 
xa-g,,,,(a) >goll(x). It is also clear that g,(x) 20 since xa-g,(a)+ xb- 
g,(b) = xa + xb - ab 2 0 for a, b E X\{ x} and b = ~,(a). Hence g, E T, for all 
tE [0, 11. Clearly for a, bEX\{ } x one also has (a, b) E Rg, if and only if 
b = a,(a). Hence one has to check whether # {u E X\{x} 1 CIX -Et(a) = 
g,(x)} Q 2 for all t E [0, 11. To this end consider the set 2 = Z(g,, gr) := 
{(a, b,c)E(X\{x})‘(a#b#c#a and there exists some tE [0, l] with 
ax--g,(a) = bx-g,(b) = cx-g,(c)}. If we can choose g, and g, so that 
Z is empty, we are done. To arrive at such a choice consider for each 
E>O the set H= H(K,,,&) of maps h: X-R with Ih( <E for all 
a E X and h(u) + h(b) = 0 for all (a, b) E K,. Note that for any choice of g, 
there exists some E > 0 with g, + h E TX and K, = Kgofh as well 
as Z(g, + h, g,) c Z(g,, g,) for all h E H(K,, E). Moreover, since 
(a, b, c) E Z(g,, gl) implies either a # o,(b), a,(c) or b #a,(a), o,(c) 
or c # a,(a), a,(b), one can always find some hE H(K,, E) with 
Z(g,+h,g,)~Z(g,,g,) unless Z(g,,g,)=@. Hence, using induction 
with respect to #Z(g,, g,), we can always find g,, g, E TX as above with 
Z(g,, g,) = 0, and for those we may put f, :=gr. 1 
It would be interesting to find a more direct proof of this corollary. 
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